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35 minutes—approximately a half-hour longer
than the old test. The changes to the SAT pri-
marily address topics covered in school curricu-
lum and seek to eliminate irrelevant content, the
College Board booklet stated. Almost 70 percent
of high school students have completed Algebra
II by the time they are juniors, therefore the new
math section will now incorporate material cov-
ered in the course. Quantitative comparisons,

however, have been removed since questions of
this type are not typically seen in the classroom.

The critical reading section, currently called
verbal, will consist of short reading passages added
to the already existing long passages and sentence
completions. Similar to the math section, analo-
gies have been removed because they are not di-
rectly connected to what students learn in the
classroom. In addition, the new SAT includes an
entirely new section—writing—which will be
comprised of multiple-choice questions covering
grammar, usage and an essay. The College Board
website states the essay prompt will allow students
to respond to an open-ended question and then
develop a thoughtful, well-organized essay using
persuasive examples from the student’s life and
studies. Students will receive 25 minutes to write
the essay.

Because of the additional writing component,
Blosser said the new SAT will be scored out of
2400, rather than the traditional 1600. Each sec-
tion will be scored from 200-800, and the writ-
ing section will consist of a score of 2-12 for the
essay, which will be added to the score for the
multiple-choice section for a 200-800 point to-
tal. According to the College Board web site, two
people will individually evaluate each essay and
will each give a score from 1-6 based on overall
writing competence and quality. The two scores
will then be added together.

The scoring changes have consequently cre-
ated uncertainties about what colleges will view
as exceptional scores, Blosser said.

“You would say to a student, well, if you’re

The new, revamp
|Ally Betley & Kaitlyn Williams|
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The SAT…dreaded by some students as their
weakness in the college admissions game, adored
by others as an automatic in to the school of their
choice. Since 1926, students nationwide have
taken the SAT as a means to enter college; how-
ever, beginning in the spring of 2005, current high
school sophomores will see a new form of the SAT.

The College Board, the association that ad-
ministers the SAT, is making several changes to
the test, including the
addition of a writing
portion and higher-level
math. According to the
College Board web site,
the board members
hope the revisions will
more accurately evalu-

ate a student’s knowl-
edge, which in turn will allow colleges to bet-
ter judge whether he or she is fit for accep-
tance.  They also hope the addition of a writ-
ing component will reinforce the value of
writing for students.

The College Board was originally
prompted to revise the test in 2001 when
president of the University of California sys-

tem, Richard Atkinson, challenged
the information the old

SAT provided con-
cerning the stu-
dents, UAHS col-

lege counselor Jim
Blosser said. Atkinson ar-

gued the SAT did not fully
evaluate the students’ possibil-
ity of admission and threatened
to withdraw the use of the test.
The large number of students af-
fected in the California area
would have resulted in a loss of
money, Blosser said, so the Col-
lege Board sought to meet these
changing demands of the Califor-

nia system schools.
According to the College
Board web site, the new SAT

will be comprised of three
sections: math, critical
reading, currently known

as verbal, and the new writ-
ing section. Because of the

added components, the test will last 3 hours and

”“I would rather have taken the old SAT ...
Writing in a certain amount of time is hard.

—Sophomore Laura Brooker

Old SAT : new SAT :: analogies and
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applying to that college, you should probably have
a 1300 to get in. It’s a little unknown [how the
new SAT will affect that average],” he said. “I
think time will tell.”

The new SAT could also affect the difference
in scores between genders. In the Oct 27, 2003
Time article “Inside the New SAT,” executive di-
rector of the Princeton Review Foundation Jay
Rosner said females tend to outscore males on
writing exams. Girls’ overall scores could now
benefit because of the additional writing compo-
nent, Rosner said.  Conversely, boys tend to out-
perform girls on math exams and especially shine
on abstract-reasoning questions. The new test,
however, will feature less of these questions,
which could cause boys’ overall scores to fall.

SAT Kaplan representative Jennifer Karan
said she agreed males generally scored better on
the old test. Test preparation courses like Kaplan
will change to adjust to the new SAT. Kaplan
has hired a team to focus specifically on the essay
and advanced math to educate students in how
to approach the new sections. Kaplan will also
host a seminar for parents, students, teachers and
counselors in which they will address the changes
and offer a free test.

Karan also said she foresees an increase in stu-
dents getting involved in test preparation pro-
grams like Kaplan due to the changes. The last
major test change in 1994 will likely indicate the
effects of the new changes, she said.

“The last major test change was 1994,” she
said.  “Test preparation companies saw a huge
increase in business, which makes sense because
if you are trying to figure out what is important
for you as a student or parent, you want to talk to
people who specialize in this information.”

Despite courses like Kaplan expanding their
test-taking strategies, Blosser said he believes
UAHS students will be well prepared for the es-
say portion.  The high school has always stressed
the importance of writing, he said.

“It’s more or less a case where the test is being
designed to cover the things kids are being cur-
rently taught in classes today,” he said. “And look-
ing at [UA], we always put a considerable amount
of emphasis on writing across the curriculum.”

Sophomore Laura Brooker said the improve-
ments will be beneficial, though some of them,
especially the addition of an essay, will create
more stress for students.

“I guess the changes are necessary to see how

well you can write because that’s a skill you need to
have,” she said.  “But they are also burdensome be-
cause the writing is another thing to worry about.”

Brooker said she would have preferred to take
the old SAT due to the difficulty of the new writ-
ing section.

“I would rather have taken the old SAT be-
cause I don’t like writing,” she said.  “Writing in
a certain amount of time is hard.”

English teacher Kevin Stotts said the new
writing portion will allow students to demonstrate
more of their skills through the essay. Before, the
SAT solely made students analyze writing through
correcting grammatical and mechanical errors,
he said.

The timed aspect of the essay, however, will
be a disadvantage to some students. Stotts said
students either perform better in in-class writ-
ing or out-of-class writing, but he believes the
amount of time allowed will permit average to

above-average students enough time to produce
a complete rough draft. To prepare his students
for both college entrance exams, the ACT and
the SAT, Stotts said he assigns papers with fo-
cus correction areas. The corrections target a
specific grammatical area, which gives students
more opportunities to practice the skill.

“We owe it to the kids to reinforce these
skills,” he said. “[The SAT] should test what [the
students] are learning.”

Although the test attempts to give colleges a
more complete view of potential students, there
is still a great weight placed on performance in
the classroom and the difficulty of courses, Blosser
said. Test scores are still significant.

“Test scores are still important to colleges be-
cause it does provide a level playing field for col-
leges,” he said. “Colleges are looking at transcripts
from students across the country.”

Blosser said some UAHS students have a ten-
dency to take the SAT before the spring of their

ped SATSATSATSATSAT
College Board adds writing, higher-
level math to standardized test;
removes traditional analogies,
quantitative comparisons

”“The new SAT is actually testing what you
learn in school and what you use in real
life. You don’t have to learn how to take
the SAT for the new [test].

—Junior Emerson Barth
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junior year and that with the new SAT, they must
recognize that the test will change. According to
the College Board website, some colleges may not
accept scores for the old SAT from members of
the class of 2006.

“Sophomores need to be cautious that they
don’t turn around and take these tests [the first
semester] of their junior year because they won’t
have the new SAT at that time yet,” Blosser said.

Although junior Emerson Barth does not have
to take the new SAT, he said the changes are
practical because several parts of the old test were
not applicable to real life and were not taught in
the classroom.

“[The new test] will be a lot harder for people,
but I think it will be reasonable and a more logi-
cal test,” he said. “You never used quantitative
comparisons and analogies. Right now, it’s more
vocabulary based because analogies are based
solely on vocabulary,” Barth said. “The new SAT

is actually testing what you
learn in school and what
you use in real life. You don’t
have to learn how to take
the SAT for the new [test].”

However, Barth said he
does not think students will
be open to the change,
though in the end they will
benefit from them.

“I think people probably
still won’t like it even though it is more relevant,”
he said.

Sophomore Molly Morgan also said she thinks
the new test will be more difficult, but that she
hopes the changes will boost student scores in
either the math or writing areas.

“Hopefully [the scores will improve],” she
said. “People are usually better in either writing
or math.”

Although the new changes seem burden-
some, they will probably not be the permanent
look of the SAT, Blosser said. The College Board
constantly looks to improve the test.

“Ten years from now, they’ll take a look and
[change the SAT] again,” he said.  “Because ev-
ery time they make these changes, the goal is to
always improve [the test].”

 quantitative comparisons : writing and higher-level math
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”“We rely on sources of revenue that we
can’t control. We just want a budget
that’s balanced.
—School board vice-president Marjory Pizzuti
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UA’s financial status has dropped slowly, forcing schools to cut back the budget.
The district has already cut $800,000 over the course of the 2003-04 school year
and is now focusing on cutting another $2.1 million over the 2004-05 school
year. If cuts are still necessary, another $1 million
more will be cut in the 2005-06 school year, princi-
pal Kip Greenhill said.

School board vice-president Marjory Pizzuti said
the cuts are a result of a combination of factors.
The district relies heavily on property tax, state
funding, investment earnings and sources of rev-
enue to fund schools, she said.

“We rely on sources of revenue that we can’t con-
trol,” Pizzuti said. “There are also many unexpected expenses, such as high health
insurance. We just want a budget that’s balanced.”

Greenhill also said numerous factors have led to the budget cuts. These
include reductions in state aid, lower property tax collections and dropped inter-
est rates, he said.

Few changes have been made at the high school so far, but after next year,
many aspects of UAHS may be different. Greenhill said he is cutting aids in
study halls and assistant coaching jobs in baseball, softball, football and
basketball. As of now, no UAHS teachers will be fired; however, one
physical education teacher has been shifted to part-time and retiring
English teacher Betsy Miller will not be replaced.

“I’ve tried not to cut any activities or programs,” Greenhill
said. “I’ve also tried not to cut teaching. I’m trying to keep
top-quality education.”

Though no educational changes at UAHS have been
approved, students’ participation in Rockbridge Academy,
Public Policy School and Zoo School has been eliminated. The latter two are
programs in which students leave the building daily for out-of-school experi-
ences in government and zoology, respectively. Rockbridge is “an alternative
school for at-risk students,” according to the district website.

Senior Katie Johnson has participated in Zoo
School and said that though the cut will not
affect her, she is still upset other students
will not be able to experience the program.

“It’s a great program; it’s very worth-
while and a definite loss to the schools,”
she said. “Hopefully other similar pro-
grams will be offered in the future because
it’s a great experience.”

Greenhill also proposed the elimination of the
Christopher Program, but the school board did not ap-
prove the cut.

The Christopher Program alone costs the school ap-
proximately $82,000 annually, which Greenhill said was too
much money to spend for so few students to attend.

“Only about 24 students go,” he said. “Only about six of them go both [jun-
ior and senior] year.”

Greenhill also said the Christopher Program may not challenge students
nearly as much as attending the high school could, and said some students

Time for
School board rejects cutting
Christopher Program; prepares
to cut $2.1 million over next school year

|Ashley Anderson|

Round 2Round 2

�

may be attending Christopher Program for its laid-back curriculum as op-
posed to for its different environment.

Pizzuti, who helped UAHS students become involved in the Christopher
Program, said she voted
against its elimination because
some students may learn bet-
ter in an altered setting.

“Students adapt well to
learning that way,” she said.
“Some of them [thrive] in
that environment.”

Junior Allison Emery, a
Christopher Program student, said she chose to participate in the program because
she was interested in meeting new people and escaping the “UA bubble.” She said
she would have been very upset if the program was not offered next year.

“I think it’s crazy to think that Christopher Program would be cut,” she said.
“It’s such a good program.”

Pizzuti said she understands Greenhill’s frustration with
making more cuts to make up for the $82,000 spent at

Christopher Program, and hopes the board can come
up with other ways to fund it.

“My goal would be to find creative ways to
fund [the program] instead of taking away from

the school,” she said. “These are all
very tough decisions and the high

school has done more than its fair
share with the cuts.”

Greenhill said without the
elimination of the Christo-

pher Program, he has to
take money from other ar-
eas of the school. There
is only one other area that
he can cut.

“I’ve cut everything I
can,” he said. “I don’t have

anywhere else to go besides
cutting athletic teams.”

Greenhill and Pizzuti said cuts
have been made on every level so far.

“No area was left untouched,” Pizzuti said. “Ad-
ministration, technology … Cuts have been made everywhere.”

Now that Greenhill has to expand the cuts with the need of an extra $82,000,
UAHS could change greatly over the next year.

Greenhill said he wanted to avoid cutting student activities and programs
that could interfere with students’ education, so he only proposed specific cuts.
All of the other proposed budget cuts were approved. Last fall, Greenhill told
Arlingtonian for its Oct. 10, 2003 story, “Trimming the Budget,” that budget
cutting is a lesser-of-two-evils game.

“Everybody is going to defend their area,” he said. “You don’t make any
friends when you make cuts.”

news
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It is a day that will be remembered in infamy,
and I’m not talking about Dec. 4, 1942. I’m talk-
ing about Feb. 12, 2004, the day out beloved
Barbie and Ken decided to cut their losses and
call it quits. I’ve spent a week searching for a
small shred of hope amidst this travesty, some-
thing for women to hold on to during this dark
time. In Barbie’s time on the shelves of toy stores
and in the glass display cases of middle-aged doll
collectors, she has taught us
a lot. Bless her plastic heart,
everything Barbie taught us
about our bodies is correct.

Think about it—when
was the last time a dishev-
eled nerd with glasses (see
column mug) got a man?
Unless that squirrely
pointdexter was secretly a
long-legged surfer when she
let down her long, shiny
mane of hair on the week-
ends, she can forget dates
and resign herself to eve-
nings at home with her 27
cats. And why not? I think
as women we could learn
volumes from Barbie’s
model of female beauty; all it takes is being 7-
feet-5 inches, 110 pounds, and an 18-inch waist.
And with a little will power and commitment
anyone can attain this stature. It’s called celery,
a treadmill …  and severe plastic surgery. Not to
mention crawling on all fours due to your new,
ghastly proportions.

For too long women have been blaming dis-
satisfaction with their bodies on the media, and
our dear friend Barbie is just one of a slew of

victims of this sick game of finger pointing. At-
tribute this victim ideology to the feminist
movement, Gloria Steinem, common sense—
attribute it to what you will. I know within my
heart of hearts that Barbie and her fellow mar-
tyrs are right. Perhaps beauty is only skin deep,
but I think we all know there’s nothing worth-
while below the surface anyway.

Now, I am not anywhere near as attractive
as Barbie, and if this busty
broad can’t hold down a man,
I ask you, who can? This
Barbie/Ken schism is not only
a tragic outcome to the great-
est romance of the last cen-
tury, but it is a wake-up call
to all women: Apparently be-
ing a blond, bronzed beauty
with a million careers just isn’t
enough anymore. It’s time to
take back our bodies and for-
get all that feel-good guff our
parents have been brainwash-
ing us with. Truth: appearance
is detrimental to happiness.
Truth: unless you’re a super
model or a plastic doll you will
never achieve the feminine

ideal. Truth: plastic surgery and makeup will
do wonders.

Come to think of it, there’s no way I can
live up to Barbie’s standard of beauty, and to
be perfectly honest, all this talk of body image
has made me hungry. Anyone else in the mood
for a few donuts? Maybe Barbie will join me
this time, with Ken gone, who does she have
to impress?

“Pillow Man,” aka junior Emerson Barth, prances down the hallway with
junior Jessica Johns. The duo is part of the Talent Show’s publicity team,
which plans to promote the show through numerous fundraising events
before the April 3-4 Talent Show.

photo|Allie Kattoua|

junior

Hey, Brady. What’s up?

Nothin’ much. Yourself?

Oh nothing. Just excited for St.

Patty’s Day. Are you Irish?

No, I’m Italian.

What’s your favorite Italian food?

Good question, but I’d have to say I

like ‘em all.

Of course. While we’re on Italy,

where is your family from?

My ancestors are from Venice. I

hope to go there sometime soon.

Sounds good. What do you think is

the best trait of the Italians?

Well, we are tan and we look young

no matter how old we get.

Yea, not like the Irish, eh?

Well yea, but the Irish are still

great. I brought [mass media

teacher Joe] Conley a clover-

shaped doughnut for St. Patrick’s

Day last year.

Irish dream food. Thanks for

chatting.

Anytime. Happy St. Patty’s Day.
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|Joannie Colner|

The Desperation

Barbie’s Breakup

and Mayhem of
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Italian subs. Cheese pizza. Blueberry bagels. Breadsticks. The girl stares
at the other students’ carbohydrate-filled lunch trays as she decides what
her meal will be. A girl next to her picks up the UAHS cafeteria’s new
Atkins lunch special: a meat patty with no bun. At first, the girl ridi-
cules the bun-less hamburger and contemplates grabbing a slice of pizza,
but then she notices how thin the girl on the Atkins diet is. I want to be
that skinny, the girl thinks.

Thoughts of diets and size 0 models start to overtake the girl and she
begins to question her own body image. Am I too fat? Should I be dieting, too?
Is everyone else? she wonders. Desires of warm, tasty pizza slip her mind and
she forces herself to put the cold, low-carb lunch on her tray, awaiting the
weight-loss results which lay ahead.

The Atkins diet, which follows a low-carbohydrate, no-sugar eating plan,
has become the new weight-loss craze. Restaurants across the nation are
adjusting their menus to accommodate the numerous dieters—even UAHS
serves Atkins-friendly entrees for students.

Today, diets appeal not only to adults, but to adolescents as well. But
where dieting crosses the line from a restricted eating plan to a dangerous
obsession remains unclear.

the
Negative body image
can develop
depression, result in
eating disorders

|Allie D’Aurora|

graphic|Yeye Zhang|

Line

Student Nora* once began a forced diet when she started working 40-
hours a week over the summer. Regularly-scheduled eating times were cut
from her daily routine as work filled in the time. Due to the decreased intake
of food, Nora began to lose a substantial amount of weight. The results satis-
fied Nora so she purposefully continued to cut food from her regular diet to
continue the weight loss.

“I brought my own lunch everyday, so I wasn’t eating out at Zuppa every-
day,” Nora said. “Then I was kind of like, ‘Oh wow, I’m losing weight. Oh
cool,’ and then it just snowballed.”

School nurse Betty Giammar said Nora’s experience is not uncommon
for teenage dieters. The unrealistic goals, Giammar said, can cause normal
dieting to become an obsession. (For further information regarding crash diet-
ing, see Arlingtonian’s April 10 Spring Supplement.)

“The eating-disordered person may set goals for themselves that may
initially look kind of realistic, like I want to lose 10 pounds before swimsuit
season,” she said. “They lose the 10 pounds and everyone says, ‘You look
good,’ and they think, ‘That wasn’t too bad; I’ll lose 10 more.’”
a r l i n g t o n i a n 11

Dietician M. Underwood—(INFO DELETED FROM PDF)—said she at-
tributes the largest cause of negative body image not only to dieting, but also to low
self-esteem. Underwood said even the slightest comment from a parent or sibling

Story continued on next page.
*denotes a source who requested anonymity; real name not used
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may trigger adolescents to distort their vision of themselves.
Some students said they feel this pressure from their parents. Senior Sarah Kunz said

her parents monitor the food she eats during the swimming off-season.
“[I feel pressure from my parents] because when swimming ends, they’re al-

ways telling me to watch what I eat,” she said.
This lack of self-confidence in UAHS students has caught Giammar’s atten-

tion. A student should be concerned about health, she said, not size.
“We have a lot of students who are absolutely gorgeous, wonderful, healthy

people, and they aren’t happy with themselves,” she said. “They don’t think
they’re good enough or [they think] that they could have a better body. If they
have a really good, strong, functioning body, they should be really proud of that.
I think they tend to hold themselves up to a very unrealistic image presented by
the media.”

Both Underwood and Giammar blame
the media for skewing teens’ body percep-
tions. They said the media creates an unre-
alistic image of a perfect body, and it is this
image teens strive to achieve.

“There [are] so many unrealistic im-
ages: ads, billboards, TV, even radio
when you can’t see the person,”
Underwood said. “You hear the person
saying ‘Oh, you’ll feel so much better
about yourself’ in weight loss ads.”

Fashion magazines are most detrimental to a woman’s confidence, according
to Giammar. The message these magazines, and the media in general, convey is
harmful to a female’s well being.

“If you buy a Glamour magazine or Cosmopolitan or Seventeen, there are
stories in it, but a lot of it is fashion, hair design—external things,” Giammar
said. “What message does that send us? It sends us the message that our
external selves are all that we have, [but] there is so much more to us.”

Even students observe the media’s pressure to maintain a certain
weight or size. Junior Kristin Sisterhen said teens consider the image the
media portrays as reality.

“When teens see movies or TV or magazines with thin actresses or models, they
think it’s reality, but ostensibly, everyone is not a size extra-small,” she said.

Sisterhen also said she thinks the majority of UA teens are naturally slender,
which may create more pressure to be skinny. Students of a different stature may
feel pressure to look like the girls wearing a size 0, she said.

Another cause of a distorted body image can be personality, Giammar said. She
said she generally finds a person with a perfectionist personality more susceptible
to acquiring an eating disorder.

Nora, who strives for perfection within herself, said it was most likely a
cause of her anorexia.

“I’m a perfectionist, so I like being in control,” she said. “Probably
deep down I wanted control over something.”

This need for control, which can trigger an eating disorder, is
not limited to females. The National Institute for Mental
Health said 5 to 15 percent of people with anorexia or
bulimia are males, and 35 percent of people with
binge eating disorder are males. According to psy-
chotherapist Michele Renee, males with eating
disorders try to achieve an ideal body image simi-
lar to females with eating disorders. The discrep-
ancy between the two sexes, Renee said, is that
males usually want to have a muscular body
and it is this body image which drives some
males towards eating disorders.

“For males, there is the component of ex-
ercise to fit the cut, defined muscular struc-

ture,” Renee said. “Those [males] who are struggling and end up with an eating
disorder [tend to over-exercise].”

Junior Phil Snyder said he feels this pressure to be muscular from society.
Males of this body type, Snyder said, gain more respect from their peers.

“Guys think it necessary to be strong in order to fit into society and produce a
good self-image,” he said. “People look at you differently when you’re muscular. People
respect you more because they think you’re more important.”

According to the Rogers Memorial Hospital web site, the facility holds an
exclusive treatment programs for males. Located in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, this
facility offers a residential setting. The hospital offers services to females as well,
but devotes an entire unit to focus on males.

“
”

We have a lot of students who are absolutely
gorgeous, wonderful, healthy people, and they
aren’t happy with themselves. They don’t
think they’re good enough or [they think] that
they could have a better body.

—School nurse Betty Giammar

Story continued from previous page.

Negative body image can result in
severe eating disorders such as bu-
limia, anorexia and binge eating,
Renee said. If signs of negative body
image are discovered early, recovery
is not as long and painstaking as it can
be in other cases.

A newly classified eating disorder
caused by negative self-image is binge
eating. This disorder was once not rec-
ognized as a problem, Renee said.
Similar to bulimia, both disorders con-

tain the over-eating component as a symptom. Renee said the per-
son may feel out of control when binging. Bulimia, however, also
includes the individual’s act of purging, inducing vomiting or using
laxatives to rid his or her body of the food consumed.

The number of teens classified with binge eating disorder is lower
than those classified as anorexic or bulimic because the recognition of
this disorder is so recent, Renee said. Many times a teenager may have
an undiagnosed eating disorder because he or she will not admit to the
disorder and receive help.

“Usually those people who suffer the most are
not getting help and the symptoms are not
getting treated,” Renee said. “They
suffer more in silence.”
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Symptoms of anorexia and bulimia will vary, Underwood said, but the most
common symptom of the two is dramatic weight loss. Underwood also said ordi-
nary signs of anorexia can include the desire to remain away from situations
involving food, while those suffering from bulimia will continue to eat but make
will frequent trips to the
restroom after eating. Physi-
cal bruises may appear on
bulimics’ hands as well, she
said, from thrusting their fin-
gers in their throats to force
themselves to vomit.

Netwellness, a con-
sumer health organization,
states on its web site that
these markings can either be indents from teeth or abrasions on the fingers
and knuckles. According to the American Dental Association, self-induced
vomiting exposes teeth to stomach acids that wear down enamel. Without the
protection of this enamel, a bulimic’s teeth will be very sensitive to hot and cold.

One of the physical symptoms of anorexia Nora said she showed was
massive hair loss. It was this loss which drove Nora to get help because
of her attachment to her hair.

“You have something that’s your favorite about yourself—well, [mine] was
my hair,” she said. “When it started coming out, that made it worse, and it was
greasy all the time. That’s what made me get help, I think.”

Before Nora said she sought help, she consistently weighed herself
throughout the day. She also said she researched anorexia to assure her-
self she did not have the disorder.

“I would weigh myself at least 10 times a day and it didn’t fluctuate a lot. It
maybe went up .5 pounds-a-day,” Nora said. “If I’d go into bookstores I’d look at
books on [anorexia] and look up symptoms. I’d be like, ‘Oh I have all these
symptoms but not that one so maybe I’m not [anorexic].’ But I knew, especially
with the hair loss.”

Giammar said self-critical behavior often masks an eating disorder.
Even family conflicts can lead to an eating disorder.

“[The eating disorder] sort of ends up
being a combination of a person

who is predisposed to being very
self critical,” she said. “That,
linked with perhaps either
family [problems] or conflict
with friends or conflict in a
coaching situation. That

sort of reinforces that unrealistic expectation [of body image teens] al-
ready have.”

Underwood said self-esteem issues, which can lead to depression, are often
symptoms of eating disorders. It is not unusual for depression and eating disorders

to occur simultaneously, she said, but the relationship be-
tween the two remains unclear.

“What [professionals] don’t know is if the eating
disorder comes first or if it was the result of the de-
pression,” Underwood said.

A poor self-image can be improved before a teen re-
sorts to anorexia or bulimia, Underwood said. She sug-
gested teenagers focus on their good characteristics as op-
posed to diverting all their attention to negative qualities.

“Focus on the things [that they do well]. Focus
on what their body can do versus how it looks,” Underwood said. “The
media has a lot of unrealistic images and [teens should] be informed
about them so they don’t distort their perception of themselves.”

The recovery process should begin as soon as the eating disorder is iden-

tified, Underwood said. Any of the slightest signs of an eating disorder should
prompt immediate action.

“[Treatment should be sought] as soon as … someone [starts] feeling
blah about themselves and unhappy with their image—if it was my daugh-
ter, I would have her in therapy right away,” Underwood said.

According to Giammar, school nurses can only proceed with investigat-
ing a student’s health after a confidential staff or student referral is made.
Once the nurses have received the referral, they send out a checklist to the
student’s teachers asking them about academic behaviors and general atti-
tudes the student reveals. Parents are then notified and together the parents
and school nurse create a course of action. However, the nurse’s office re-
ports only seeing a handful of cases each year.

Treatment for eating disorders is available outside the school as well.
Underwood said there are four types of treatment: outpatient, inpatient,
group therapy and medicine. One type does not reign above the others, she
said, and the methods are often combined.

The source of the eating disorder usually determines which treatment is the
most effective. Options for treatment vary greatly, including traditional counsel-
ing to less conventional methods of yoga, animal therapy and hypnosis.

For Nora, treatment included visits to a therapist and a nutritionist for a full
recovery; living in a resident treatment center was not necessary for the severity
of her case.

“I didn’t go to a hospital or anything; I was never truly diagnosed as
anorexic,” Nora said. “[The therapist] drew me a little circle and said,
‘OK inside the little bubble is being anorexic. You’re on the fence.’ Men-
tally I was in an emotional state where I was fine, but in another month
or two I would have probably snowballed even more.”

Recovery was a relief, Nora said. Being able to eat and not worry
about it was a welcome change, though the re-feeding process was

sometimes difficult.
“You don’t like the thought of [eating], but when you’re actually
doing it, it’s great because you’re not depriving your body anymore,”

Nora said.
It has now been a full year since Nora’s recovery, yet she still

finds she has kept some of her old habits.
“I’m still very structured when I eat, like during the summer

I eat at a certain time and I don’t like too many foods so I always
have the same thing for lunch,” she said. “I still weigh myself

“ ”
When teens see movies or TV or maga-
zines with thin actresses or models, they
think it’s reality, but ostensibly, everyone
is not a size 0.

—Junior Kristin Sisterhen

Story continued on next page.
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The following is an excerpt from Arlingtonian’s roundtable dis-
cussion held March 8. Participants were randomly chosen to pro-
portionally represent the student body and included seniors Jon
Swanson and Lauren Marx, junior Liz Bright, sophomores Stephen
Gee and Rachel Armstrong and freshman Mallory Wilson.

Does the media portray how men and women are supposed to
look differently, and is there more pressure on men or
women?

Wilson: I think guys can get away with a lot more [regard-

ing weight].

Bright: The nature of girls’ clothes [is] to be tight, but guys’

stuff is baggy. If [guys] don’t have a six-pack, no one’s going to be

able to tell.

Gee: I think guys definitely have pressure to look a certain

way. I don’t know which [gender] gets it more. I think women

have a more damaging image than guys do, but I think guys have a

body image that they’re supposed to live up to.

Armstrong: Guys have to be bulky and muscular.

Gee: But girls have to be skinny and not really muscular, so they

diet, whereas guys bulk-up.

Swanson: I don’t even know if losing weight helps your negative

body image; that’s something you have to do by yourself. I used to

weigh 60 more pounds than I do now, and I lost all this weight over

last winter. But I still never go to the pool, I hate taking off my shirt,

and I always run in the dead of night so no one else can see me. All of

the things that were bad before are still there, I just weigh less now.

So negative body image is more of a mental issue?
Marx: I think it has a lot to do with confidence. I remember fresh-

man and sophomore year, I knew lots of girls who didn’t eat any lunch,

or they’d go on these really weird diets. I think as you get in the up-

perclassmen years, that seems to taper off. I think people start to

exalt more confidence ... because it’s not as important to be popular,

and you find your niche.

Armstrong: I think it’s more like if you lose this much weight,

Discussion highlights students’ views
photo collage|Bailey Capelle|
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everyday, and if I get heavier it [feels bad], but at the same time it’s not the end
of the world. Back then if I had gained .4 [pounds] or something over the
night, I would cut out something that day.”

Despite the recurring routines, Nora has been able to move on. She said
she has even been able to tell a few more close friends about her experience
with anorexia this year.

“Getting it off my back and filling them in ... helped [because] I knew if
I needed someone to talk to I could,” Nora said. “They were interested in
how I was doing and how they could help.”

Nora was fortunate she was able to recover from her disorder without
residing in an institute. In some more severe cases, this is not possible.
With eating disorder patients, both Underwood and Giammar said there is
about a one-third failure rate, a one-third recovery rate and the last one-
third of individuals waiver between recovery and maintaining the disorder.

To help increase the recovery rate, treatment is available. Giammar said she
thinks therapy is often necessary to fully recover from an eating disorder.

“Basically, if somebody really has a problem or has real body image atti-
tudes, we feel that they probably need to work with a specialist or thera-
pist,” she said.

Alternative treatments, however, are available. These types of treat-
ments include common exercising methods like yoga. Renee said she rec-
ommends yoga as a way to improve self image and to overcome an eating
disorder. Yoga is not just an exercise one can use for relaxation or to im-
prove fitness, because it centers on focusing on one’s feelings.

“One thing about yoga is it’s not just exercise; it is also a body, mind, spirit
exercise,” Renee said. “It teaches people to be in touch with what is going on
inside. What am I feeling? Am I hungry? Those types of practices would help all of
us because it has to do with getting in touch with one’s self. Those practices can

graphic|Yeye Zhang|

photo collage|Bailey Capelle|

Story continued from previous page.
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help prevent an eating disorder, and even overcome an eating disorder.”
The first step to help someone overcome an eating disorder, ap-

proaching the suspected friend or family member with the disorder, is no
easy task. Renee recommends talking with the person about it, but to under-
stand the results may be negative.

“You don’t want to blame or point fingers, you want to be
nonjudgmental,” she said. “The person confronting should know it prob-
ably won’t be received positively at first. Eating disorders are so secre-
tive. When any of us have a secret and when someone finds out, we
don’t like it. A person with an eating disorder has a lot of shame and
guilt and also doesn’t like it [being discovered].”

Giammar also advocated a worried student to confront his or her friend.
According to Giammar, students discover serious problems like eating disor-
ders more often than family members do. An alternative to talking with the
suspected friend, is to share any concerns with the school nurse or guidance
counselor, she said.

“Friends are usually more accurate because they have spent more time
with the person than the family does and they get a better sense of the atti-
tude [the friend is portraying],” Giammar said. “What we suggest is to share
that information or concern with a guidance counselor or with somebody in
the nurse’s office, so that we can look at the student a little bit more as well
and get some information on them.”

No matter what the situation, if a student thinks his or her friend might have
an eating disorder, the best solution is to sensitively discuss his or her concerns
with the friend. Nora, Underwood, Renee and Giammar all said  communica-
tion is a key solution. The longer one waits to talk about his /her suspicions, the
longer he/she is prolonging an essential recovery.

“If you suspect you have an eating disorder, definitely talk to at least one
person,” Underwood said. “Telling just one person depowers [the eating dis-
order] so much.”

imagine how great you’ll look if you lose more. Then when you get

into anorexia and bulimia, you look into the mirror and you feel fat

no matter how skinny you are.

Gee: I think the mentality is caused by outside pressures. I don’t

want to say just the media, but I think if you’re in a society where

you have these images of how someone should look and how someone

should act, if you grow up in that then you start thinking like that.

Like what [Swanson was] saying, [he] didn’t want to run because [he]

didn’t want to be seen. I don’t think [he was] born thinking ‘I don’t

want to be seen running.’

What are the causes of negative body image?
Gee:  I was looking at People magazine, and they interviewed all

the actresses, and they had like three pages dedicated to how they

dieted before the Oscars.

Swanson: They don’t even need to diet!

Gee: I know they don’t need to diet, but the week before there’s

Tyra Banks dieting with the Atkins diet, and somebody who just drank

water for a week before [the Oscars.]  I mean how does that look to

teens who think, “So to look pretty you should diet like this”?

Wilson: I was watching America’s Next Top Model [and] they yelled

at a girl because she was a size 2, and they told her she wouldn’t be

‘America’s Next Top Model’ because she was too heavy.

Gee: They had this one model who was like the size of an average

girl, and they’re sitting there and the constant word they use for her

is ‘plus-size model;’ she’s like size 3.

Wilson: And a bunch of teenagers who watch that show and [see

girls] getting yelled at for not being skinnier than a size 2, they’re

going to think low of themselves if they’re a size 5; it’s crazy.

For a complete transcript of the roundtable discussion, please visit our web site at www.arlingtonian.com.
�

Kendrick Sledge also contributed to this article

Know the Signs: Symptoms of eating disorders vary by type Eating Disorder

Behaviors:
Male vs. FemaleAnorexia Nervosa Bulimia Nervosa Binge Eating Disorder

source|Laurelwood Hospital & Counseling Centers|

•Extreme fear of gain-

ing weight

•Refusal to maintain

normal weight

•Refusal to eat cera-

tin foods

•Unusual food rituals

(rearranging food on

plate, cutting food into

tiny pieces,excessive

chewing, etc.)

•Excessive exercise de-

spite weather condi-

tions to burn calories

•Thoughts frequently

directed towards food

and weight gain

•Frequent episodes of

binge eating

•Shame and fear of

gaining weight

•Show signs of purging

behavior (vomiting,

laxatives or fasting)

•Stealing food

•Frequent trips to the

bathroom immedi-

ately after meals

•Thoughts frequently

directed towards food

and weight gain

•Excessive exercise de-

spite weather conditions

•Continuing to eat even

after hunger subsides

and nausea begins

•Even when there is

no sensation of hun-

ger, eat multiple,

large meals

•Fee l  d i sgus ted,

guilty or depressed

after  episodes  of

over-eating

•Avoid situations with

food to hide binge

eating tendencies

•Often eat alone

•Withdrawl from family

and friends

Behavior Male Female

Feel guilty

after eating

Weigh oneself

often

Eat to relieve

stress

Lack of control

over amount of

food consumed

Size of cloth-

ing affects

body image

Intense fear of

gaining weight

source|March 12, 2004 voluntary Arlingtonian homeroom survey
of 334 students|

Deny hunger

Self-esteem

determined

by weight

27% 23%

32% 21%

20% 15%

18% 19%

20% 15%

10% 15%

4% 20%

5% 13%
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Hoping to find a pair of pants to wear on Friday night,
a student ventures to the mall.  Fairly confident  she
is a size small, she picks a few styles she likes and
takes them to the fitting rooms. She struggles to fit
the pants over her hips. She shrugs and decides to try
a medium. These are still too small and will not but-
ton. She glances at the larger size, considers them
briefly and abruptly leaves the store, ashamed of
her body.

This scenario has become a reality for many teen-
age girls. As stores alter their sizing arbitrarily, teen-
agers become increasingly desperate to fit into the
coveted size 0, according to an article titled “Dress-
size Anxiety” from the National Institute of Health.

Senior Jen Hann said she has noticed that cer-
tain stores’ size smalls are remarkably, and in some
cases, overly tiny. She cannot believe anyone could
fit into them.

“In stores like Forever 21 and Wet Seal, the smalls
are tiny. It’s really gross because one of the pant legs is
like four inches wide,” she said. “Some people who I
consider to be very thin couldn’t
even fit into these pants. It’s mak-
ing people who really should wear
a small size feel bad when they
have to wear a bigger size.”

On the opposite spectrum,
some retailers, such as Nordstrom
and Neiman Marcus, reverse this
trend of minute apparel by mak-
ing smaller sizes larger to boost the
confidence of consumers, which
will encourage them to continue
to spend money at these often overpriced stores, ac-
cording to a Nov. 20, 2003  article published by NBC
News titled “Clothing size shrinks as price grows.”
This method, called “vanity sizing,” is becoming in-
creasingly common in the garment industry. This de-
ceiving strategy entices women to spend more cash
for the opportunity to wear a smaller size, according
to NBC.

The downside is that when shoppers go to differ-
ent stores and try on clothes with non-distorted siz-
ing, they may start to feel insecure about their weight,
according to the National Institute of Health. They
know the last pair of jeans they bought was a size 2,
but now they are squeezing into a size 6.

Junior Kelly Buhr said she has observed

fluctuating sizes when she
shops for clothing.

“I have noticed that sizes dif-
fer from store to store,” she said.
“Usually when the store is more
expensive or a more well-known
company, then their size smalls
will be equivalent to another
store’s medium.”

Sophomore Kathryn Myers said
she noticed the same trend as Buhr.
She said it complicates shopping
when she fits into a different size at various stores.

“It’s annoying because when I go into a store, I
can’t just pick out something that’s cute, find my size
and be done with it,” she said. “I have to grab four
different pairs off the rack and spend 15 minutes in
the dressing room trying to find a good fit,” she said.

Many girls at UAHS  feel pressure, especially from
the media, to fit into certain clothing sizes,
Myers said.

“People who can fit into a size 0 act like it’s
some sort of an accomplishment,” she said. “But
it’s just a number and as long as the clothing fits
comfortably and looks good, that number doesn’t
matter much to me.”

However, even Myers said when she cannot fit
into a certain size, she sometimes feels disappointed.

“I know that size really shouldn’t matter, but I
feel bad when I expect that I’m going to wear a small
size, and it ends up not fitting,” she said.

However, Lara Hall, store manager at Tuttle
Mall’s Forever 21, said she does not believe cloth-
ing size could prompt people to feel negative about
their bodies or turn to eating disorders.

“Before coming in [to the store] girls already have

“Vanity”

|Chloe Tiberi|

a predetermined body image. They know if they’re a
small, medium or large initially. If the clothing doesn’t
fit, girls usually say ‘it runs small,’ and it’s true,” she
said. “Some clothing is made smaller or larger, and
the customer knows that and won’t get offended if
they have to try on a larger size.”

The last standardization of women’s sizes was
conducted by the U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture in the 1940’s. Since then, according to a Jan.
14, 2004 Arizona Republic article titled “Vanity
sizing alive, well,” numerous attempts have been
made during the last 50 years in hopes of stan-
dardizing women’s clothing sizes by doing a large-
scale survey of women’s measurements.

One study was prompted by catalogs and mail
order clothing industries who were swamped with
returns due to incorrect sizing. Still, many cloth-
ing manufacturers develop their own sizing using
measurements that suit them, according to The
Arizona Republic.

Fitme, an organization attempting to solve the
growing problem of women’s sizes, is a web site that,
for no charge, allows women to enter their measure-
ments into a search engine which then finds the ideal
size and brand based on the woman’s individual needs.

According to vintage clothing retailers cited
in The Arizona Republic article, sizes have been
drastically changing throughout the decades.
Someone who wore a size 12 in the 1950s would
wear a size 6 today.

Currently, no standard exists for clothing sizes
in the United States, but efforts are underway
within the fashion industry to come up with a
universal size chart, headed by a project called
Size USA, which would ease the pressure on girls
to shrink into a size 0.

sizing
Arbitrary measurements harm

perception of body image

”
“

People who can fit into a size 0 act like
it’s some sort of an accomplishment. But
it’s just a number and as long as the cloth-
ing fits comfortably and looks good, that
number doesn’t matter much to me.

—Sophomore Kathryn Myers
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High school sporting events were once an enjoyable weekend activ-
ity, where families could support their sons and daughters, students
could cheer on their classmates and administrators could help pro-
mote school pride. However, these events have evolved into a vastly
different scene throughout central Ohio. Multiple schools, includ-
ing UAHS, Linden McKinley High School and Brookhaven High
School, have been forced to take precautionary measures because of
negative behavior from students and fans.

UAHS trainer Ron Walter said he strongly believes in fan sup-
port for the athletes.

“Student support is key,” he said. “It allows the athletes to relieve
stress and tension during their games.”

Although Walter appreciates the student support, he said nega-
tive cheers from fans have no place in athletics.

“There is enough heated competition between the two teams,”
he said. “Students should be positive towards their peers and respect-
ful towards their opponents.”

Walter said he is not surprised by the recent unsportsmanlike con-

duct of athletes and fans in central Ohio high schools. He said con-
duct at professional sporting events is a preclude to the problems at
high school athletic events.

“Some professional athletes’ actions and choices are very nega-
tive and high school students watch and follow their examples,” he
said. “The most successful professional franchises focus on improv-
ing themselves, not degrading their opponents.”

Athletic director Chris Potts said disrespectful behavior takes away
from athletics’ atmosphere.

“Negative behavior from fans is very unfortunate; it takes away
from the athletes’ hard work,” he said. “Because of bad behavior from
fans, schools have had to limit the number in attendance and the
games don’t have the same excitement anymore.”

Principal Kip Greenhill said he is proud of UAHS students’ be-
havior at athletic events despite earlier fights and inappropriate
chants at the Jan. 23 hockey game against St. Charles and the Sept.
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Inappropriate
behavior
prompts
some central
Ohio high
schools to
take strict
measures
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Story continued on next page.
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”“The games are meant for athletes to show
their abilities and efforts, not for the fans
to make scenes.

—Senior John String

Story continued from previous page.
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26 football game against Thomas Worthington.
“We have a great student body and I couldn’t be more pleased

with our students’ behavior,” he said.
Greenhill said he considers students’ behavior at athletic

events the responsibility of the administration and said he, along
with other faculty members, has tried to set a positive and re-
spectful tone for students.

“We want to let students
know up front that we will not
tolerate mocking of opposing
teams  o r  inappropr ia te
chant s , ”  Greenhi l l  s a id .
“Cheer for the Bears, don’t
mock the opposing team.”

“We do not tolerate disrespectful behavior, and there will be con-
sequences,” he said. “When we see a situation arise, we try to stop it
immediately before it escalates.”

Greenhill said there have been incidents in the past where UA
fans have acted out inappropriately and he said he wants it to be
clear that those behaviors will not be accepted.

“A few years ago, students dressed up to mock opposing teams.
We did not accept that behavior,” he said.

While nearly all sports
have had their  fa i r
share of disruptive
and impoli te
crowds, Potts said
the mood and ac-
tions of fans vary
great ly  among
different sports.

“Fans love the
contact sports,” he
said.  “They enjoy
sports such as football, la-
crosse and hockey because of
the physicality and big hits.”

Fans also enjoy games be-
tween rival teams, senior
David Straka said. Listen-
ing to the band and watch-
ing the cheerleaders per-
form gets supporters ex-
cited and creates an en-
joyable atmosphere.

However, the Linden-
McKinley vs. Brookhaven
boys basketball game
lacked that environment.
According to the Colum-
bus Dispatch a Jan. 27
fight on inside Linden-
McKinley prompted the
school to create restric-
tions to regulate behav-
ior at athletic events.
Anticipating problems,
the administration later
prohibited the Linden-

McKinley band and drill team from performing during the home game
against Brookhaven. Security was also increased, as two police offic-
ers patrolled outside the school.

Besides increasing security, the Columbus Public Schools lim-
ited attendance  in hopes of controlling the crowd at athletic
events. For the Linden-McKinley and Brookhaven game, each
school was given 100 tickets in advance for students and another
100 for community fans. Students from other high schools and

people who did not purchase tick-
ets in advance were not permit-
ted to enter the gymnasium.

Senior John String said violence
at athletic events usually begin
with fans who take the game too
seriously and who do not realize the
entertainment aspect of it.

“The games are meant for athletes to show their abilities and ef-
forts, not for the fans to make scenes,” he said.

String experienced the restrictions on fans when he said he and a
group of UAHS students were asked by administrators to sit down
during an away basketball game against Dublin Scioto.

“We weren’t disrupting the game or being disrespectful towards
the opposing fans or players,” he said. “I think the administration
just wanted to keep things under control and prevent the possibility
of anything happening.”

Straka remembered an away game against Indian Hill last season
when fans were very negative against the UAHS lacrosse team.

“The [Indian Hill] fans picked random players from our team and
yelled at them the whole game,” he said. “I think people react differ-
ently to that type of criticism. It didn’t bother me too much; I just
laughed because we were beating them.”

Boys  lacrosse coach Ted Wolford has been
coaching at UAHS for nearly 20 years

and said he feels very strongly against
unsportsmanlike behavior from fans
during games.

“I am always disappointed by the
way fans act when they yell things
or make gestures, let alone physi-
cally impede an athletic event,” he
said. “Student athletes work very
hard every day in practice so they
can have the opportunity to com-
pete for their school.”

Wolford said he blames col-
lege athletes and fans for setting
a poor example for high school
students  in the stands during
sporting events.

“At the college level it has be-
come commonplace to berate an

opposing player because he or she
plays  for  the other  team,”

Wolford said. “Now we see
that  t r ickle-down ef fect

which some people  cal l
‘home-field advantage.’
This  s imply shows no
class and should not be
tolerated by administra-
tors anywhere.”
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Frustrated cries to turn down amps, turn up amps,
turn off microphone one, turn up microphone
five, could be heard over the screeching feedback
in the UAHS auditorium. Two weeks before
show time, the progress of Camelback Cinema
Symphonic appeared minimal. But Sunday
March 14, as the first song ended and the audi-
ence exploded into enthusiastic applause, all
previous fears and insecurities were forgotten.

The band Camelback Cinema, which in-
cludes seniors Eric Conner on bass, Jason
Shough on guitar, Min Choi on guitar, An-
drew DeRoberts on guitar, Geoff Gatts on
drums, and Andrew Kuykendall on the piano
and keyboard, was joined by a score of others
for this event.

Camelback Cinema Symphonic opened
with a dark auditorium. By the time the scrim
had risen off the floor, the first chord of the pi-
ano was ringing and the orchestra and CBC
were playing the first notes of “Intro Song.” The
wall of sound created in the first number set
the tone for the evening, and that energy did
not falter all night.

The first act’s eight-song set list included a
perfect mix of tempos and moods, from the slow
and soulful “With a Smile” to the show-stop-

photos|Elyse Schatz|

|Joannie Colner|

ping, knee-slapping, seizure-inducing
“Petrified.” Conner’s deep bass voice
began the song and was later joined
by Shough and DeRoberts. Laughter
was heard intermittently while the
trio sang scat syllables a capella. Soon
enough, the rest of the band and the
orchestra joined the mix, and “Petri-
fied” was underway. This intense song
kept the audience on the edge of its
seats, as each member of CBC rocked.

Two songs later, the mood was soft-
ened with the simple but beautiful, “A
New Year,” which featured seniors
Ashlie Tseng and Natalie Carducci on violin.
Tseng and Carducci were only accompanied by
Shough on an acoustic guitar and DeRoberts on
lead. The violins’ harmonies and Shough’s voice
blended perfectly and left the audience in a trance.

Returning from a 15-minute intermission,
the audience was greeted by a more casual CBC,
sans orchestra. Donning jeans, T-shirts and even
flannel pajama pants, their casual attire reflected
the more laid-back, cover-song portion of the
show. Covering such bands as The Police, Dave
Matthews Band, Maroon Five and Wilco, the
second act was full of upbeat tunes.

Gatts’ drum solo in Ben Harper’s “Steal My
Kisses” brought down the house and was just
another instance of his rhythmical perfection.

Thanks to Kuykendall’s command of the keys,
CBC’s rendition of “Fired” by Ben Folds was a
fitting close to an amazing concert. Surpassing
all expectations, Camelback Cinema Symphonic
was a night to be remembered.

The Symphonic incorporated the visions of
Shough and Conner, the musical talents of the
band Camelback Cinema, 24 members of UAHS’

Camelback

Band shakes UAHS auditorium
with self-proclaimed ‘rock spectacle’

Above: Senior Geoff Gatts drums for Camelback Cinema
Symphonic in rehearsal. Below: Seniors Min Choi and Eric
Conner play in the show-stopping “Petrified” during a
rehearsal. The show, a composite of senior Jason Shough
and Conner’s senior thesis projects, raised $4,100 for the
First Community Church’s Mexico Mission Trip.

Story continued on next page.

Cinema
Symphonic
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symphony orchestra, and countless other faces working behind the scenes.
However, the Symphonic was the brainchild of Shough and Conner.

Shough wrote all the music for the symphony, including the scores for
the orchestra  though he had never played an orchestral instrument, and
Conner oversaw and carried out the show’s extensive publicity and ad-
vertising, as well as production. All proceeds went to First Community
Church’s Mexico Mission Trip, half for scholarships to go on the trip,
half to build an orphanage. Senior Ryan Driefke designed T-shirts and
posters for the band for his senior thesis and senior Steve Tanner filmed
the show and released it on DVD for his senior thesis.

The entire band spent countless hours preparing for the show, prac-
ticing two hours per night, three nights a week for the past four months.
Although each member of the band contributed creatively, Choi gave
all credit for the Symphonic to Shough.

“This event was all Jason,” Choi said. “He spent countless weekday
and weekend nights working on this; I was just excited to be a part of it.”

Kuykendall said he helped Shough write some of the
songs, and said while writing for the Symphonic, the pair
followed the same writing formula they have ascribed to
for years.

“Once we have established a theme, Jason and I try to
flesh it out into something more complete,” Kuykendall said.

The addition of the orchestra added some chal-
lenges, but overall the inclusion brought an exciting
element to the musical flair, Choi said.

“The orchestra reflects our serious, professional
attitude about the band,” Choi said.

Orchestra director John Deliman conducted the
orchestra for the show and served as Shough’s co-
adviser/consultant for his senior thesis project. He
was very impressed with the level of talent and am-
bition displayed in the project, but said he was not shocked
at the quality.

“I have taught here long enough to expect incredible projects,” Deliman
said. “I was not surprised.”

The orchestra was genuinely interested in being a part of this project, Tseng
said. Playing with a rock band was a nice change for members of an orches-
tra bound to the realm of classical music, Tseng said.

“This was a totally new genre for me,” She
said. “All we ever play in orchestra is classical
music; this was a nice change.”

When she first read the music for CBC Sym-
phonic, Tseng said she immediately realized this
event would draw a diverse crowd.

“All the music was very cohesive,” she said. “I knew
this was something everyone could enjoy because it
brought strings together with more contemporary music.”

According to Choi, getting recognition as a band
of accomplished musicians was one of the highlights
of Camelback Cinema Symphonic. CBC is just as se-
rious about making music as any professional band on
the radio.

“We are making music just as seriously as any musi-
cian out there,” Choi said. “The only difference is we are not getting paid.”

Above all, the audience is what made Camelback Cinema Symphonic
a success, DeRoberts said.

“The crowd was very responsive,” he said. “Their energy was amazing.”

It’s rare to find one teenager with such an advanced command

of his instrument, let alone four of them in one band.

Each member of Buzzmark Blues Band was integral to the

production of their second album, Jumping Over Sun-Dials.
UAHS graduates Doug Sours and Nic Jados, on guitar/

keyboard and bass respectively, returned to make the CD

with seniors guitarist/vocalist Andrew DeRoberts and

drummer/percussionist Ted Bigham. Writing the

music and producing the CD was

DeRoberts’ senior thesis project.

Sun-Dials nicely complements the

band’s first CD, the jazzier instrumental

Live at Moretti’s. But the addition of vocals

and expansion into new genres separates

Sun-Dials from Moretti’s.
The fairly standard opening “Something

of Truth” picks up with the very next track,

“All The Time I Have.” This funky groove is

one of the catchiest tunes on the album, and

shows off DeRoberts’ and Jados’ abilities as a

compositional duo. The next song, “Un-

leashed,” shows the more rock-influenced

side of the band. The album’s back nine is

sprinkled with catchy leads and long instrumental

sections, showing off Buzzmark’s musical prowess.

And that musical prowess is the very definition of

Buzzmark. The album’s highlight is DeRoberts’

solo on “Something of Truth.” Never sacrificing

taste to show off, the ascension from tastefully

modest to full reveals DeRobert’s innate

ability to execute a well-crafted lead. His

slide guitar solo on “Nearly Twenty Ques-

tions” comes in a close second, though.

That is not to say DeRoberts steals the

show, however. Bigham’s drumming is

spectacular throughout. Jados’ bass lines

support every song and are particularly

impressive when he takes a bass lead, such

as in the beginning of “Nearly Twenty

Questions.” Sours takes over the lead guitar

on tracks “One Last Question” and “A Toast

to the Night.”

The $10 CD is well worth the buy. Sun-Dials is reflective

of the quality senior thesis projects that UAHS seniors churn

out, but even more reflective of the talent The Buzzmark

Blues Band members possess.

Buzzmark will be playing at the Arena District blues club,

Blues Station April 7 from 8:30-10 p.m. The Blues Station is

located at 147 W. Vine St.

Buzzmark Blues’

Jumping over Sundials
Funky, blues-inspired
rock album wows reviewer

|Kyle McMahon|

Story continued from previous page.

�

�

graphic courtesy|Buzzmark Blues Band|

graphic courtesy|Camelback Cinema|

Top: Cover of River So Smooth, Camelback Cinema’s second album.
Bottom: Cover of Jumping over Sundials, Buzzmark Blues Band’s second album.
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To most, the first three months of the
year which include celebrations such
as New Year’s, Valentine’s Day and
Camelback Cinema Symphonic, are
simply there to waste time. But when
the weather heats up and rumors
appear that a spring in Columbus may
actually happen, fear suddenly strikes
and I start the annual tradition of pre-
cutting my underwear. April rolls
around and all the jokesters bring out
their A-game …  that’s when the giant
blob of synthetically-produced poo hits
the fan.

With April 1 lurking about, I’ve
been analyzing my anxiety, and I think
it stems from my bothersome youth.

One example that briefly comes to mind is when my college-bound brother
rudely interrupted “bath time” by taking two candid shots of me in my eight-
year-old birthday suit. The doubles of the pictures, which I never knew existed,
were brought out at a family reunion later that year. I cried for several hours.

By no means does one occurrence do justice to my scrutiny, but it would
suffice to say that wedgies have become commonplace for me. This is why I
must take a few moments to rant about the sinister crone-goddess who has
haunted the shadows of my entire high school experience: the angry,
mischievous and heinously heartless Joannie Colner.

Joan, an allegedly friendly contemporary, called me to make sure I knew
there wasn’t a snow day on an unusually icy April 1. Knowing my track record,
I never should have fallen for it. But I was only born with half a human brain,
and I was touched by the thought she might have been calling to ask me to
prom or something, so I grabbed my pack and my red galoshes and hit the
road. But the school door was locked and the barren car-park didn’t indicate
any betterment of the situation. I knew I had been Punk’d, so I wiped the tear
from my eye and began the drive home. That’s when I encountered Joan, the
entrepreneur of said prank.

She and her friends had created a reserve of snowballs in her Jeep and
drove in front of me at 10 miles per hour on a two-lane road while pelting my
windshield the whole way ... an inescapable situation, I know. I couldn’t pass
her so I had to bear the punishment until I reached my house where the
snowball pounding continued as I ran to my door—I heard horrible cackling
the whole way in. Of course, it didn’t end there; while inside in my bed, the
sound of a car executing doughnuts on my front lawn rang loudly in my ears.
I eventually developed severe pneumonia from the incident and ironically
missed the next two weeks of school. Joannie did
bring over boiling hot soup for me—and
promptly threw it on my face.

My history of trauma should explain
my cynicism. What scares me most is
college; maybe I’ll have to seek refuge
from the horrible beatings when I get
there, too. But I know that
whenever April Fools’
Day is brought up, I’ll
be forced to hit the
deck—call it my
punishment for
knowing the cold
and indignant
Joannie Colner.

E

|Joannie Colner|

April Fools brings out the worst in all of us ... mostly Jason

Each year after April Fools Day I
like to sit back and reflect over
pranks of years past. You see, I’m
what onlookers call the queen of
humiliation, the sultaness of
stealthy, the Sheba of shenanigans,
the colossus of capers—I am a first-
rate prankster, a heartless swirly-
administrator, and an unstoppable
force of embarrassment unto others.
Upper Arlington High School,
allow me to introduce you to the
mind of an April Fools’ Day
extraordonaire: myself. But beware;
you may never look at the first of
April the same way again.

Like most masters of trickery,
my beginnings were humble. Tripping a smaller, weaker student in
front of a large group of kids, placing whoopee cushions on
unsuspecting teachers chairs, and your classic “is your refrigerator
running?” crank calls. But saran-wrapped toilet bowls and “kick
me” sig ns can only bring so much anguish, and these rookie
pranks quickly lost their luster as my appetite for the humiliation
of others grew.

My ascension from mere April Fools’ enthusiast to full-blown
devotee was not absent of a few mentors. My guides in greatness
just happened to be my two older, wiser, and sneakier brothers.
Aware of my hands-on learning style, my loving brothers taught
me through example, or by directing their cruel, grotesque antics
toward me. One notable lesson included a live battery, some
brotherly coercion, and my tongue. Use your imagination, it was
not pretty.

The next memorable lesson is ongoing, and taught by one brother and
a slew of his friends. In fact, these tutorials are still being taught to this
very day. The first tactic is called “wake Joan up at un-Godly hours of the
night” and can occur anywhere from twice a month to twice a week. By
leaping into my bed while I sleep in the fetal position (perhaps as a result
of these unwar- ranted invasions), flashing my light on and off while I

doze, and calling my cell phone repeatedly at
3 a.m., my professors in pranks have taught

me to step into the minds my victims. By
understanding the fear of the ones I

would soon prey upon, I would
recognize their weaknesses.

The second tactic is called
“dismantle Joan’s bedroom.”
This specific lesson includes

Why, in third grade I
remember causing quite the
commotion after calling
“lice!” by the coat hooks.

Seventh grade brought with it
fire alarms and bomb threats, your

typical girl-who-cried-wolf antics,
except this inciter of false panic faced
no repercussions.

By the time I reached the big
leagues, high school, my tricks had
grown in ambition and destruction.� �photo illustration|Dana Harper|

|Jason Shough|
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The media has created an image for people
that depicts beauty unnaturally and idealisti-
cally. With all the new popular diets, it is no
wonder teenagers are beginning to alter their
appearance to assimilate to the “perfect” body
the media portrays.

The latest fad, the Atkins diet, adver-
tises itself as the quickest way to lose
weight; however, teens must realize the
only way to accomplish permanent results
is with the traditional exercise-and-eat-
healthy method. Merely altering eating
habits for a short period of time will not
encourage consistent, healthy habits.

Atkins, like many other diets of late
popularity, does not empasize exercise, but
rather suggests people drastically limit an
integral part of the food pyramid—
carbohydrates. Also, it does not advise a
reduction in fat intake; instead, it accepts
and almost embraces a high-fat diet. Al-
though temporary weight-loss is occasionally
attainable with such diets, the restrictive
eating habits do not permit realistic, lasting
habits to evolve.

Such diets usually only last a short period
of time, and if one decides to reintroduce
carbohydrates in his or her diet, even
briefly, it can cause his or her weight to soar

even higher. Additionally, Harvard Medical
School professor Joann E. Manson, M.D.
believes the Atkins diet may actually have
more problems than benefits. Manson
said the Nurses' Health Study found
eliminating carbohydrates in Atkins
forces dieters to eat red meat and cheese,
which increases cholesterol and the risk
for cardiovascular disease, type-II diabetes
and certain cancers.

People who are serious about changing
eating styles or altering body image should
not resort to these misguided fads, but should
instead be looking for a lifestyle change in

|Staff Editorial|

Fad diets cannot replace healthy choices

An epidemic:

�

Letter to
the editor

School official applauds March 2
Arlingtonian story on IB program

T
This is a “formal” response to [the
Arlingtonian staff] for their good work in
writing the IB article.

Although I spoke to them in class, I
want to go on record with my kudos for
their excellent, balanced article on the IB.

Bob Ater
Upper Arlington High School
International Baccalaureate Coordinator

editorial cartoon|Yeye Zhang|

which healthy eating and regular exercise are
integral. Furthermore, dieting should not be
for vanity; it should be a tool to create a
stronger, healthy body. Thus, utilizing a diet
that may cause more harm than good is
clearly not a healthy choice.

It is vital for people to recognize the
purpose of dieting is not just to lose weight,
but to become healthy. Concentrating only
on the number on the scale is harmful for
both mind and body. People should instead
focus on living happily and healthily,
ignoring short-term fads that only lower self-
confidence, not weight.

Contagious disease spreads
among senior students

teachers who fully

understand my diagnosis.

As awful as this sounds, it

doesn’t appear that the

school has tried to cure

senioritis. Diligent study halls

have been replaced with

senior study halls, where

seniors are able to use their

probability and mathematics

skills to win big in high-

stakes poker and euchre games.

As I arrive to school later and

later each day, I notice the overwhelming number of empty

parking spots in the senior lot. This trend only increases as the

year continues. While nearly all underclassmen count down until

the weekend, the seniors adopt a “Why wait?” attitude. Friday

and Saturday, once cherished, are just two more glorified days in

the never-ending weekend known as the senior year.

Those of you who think you are immune to the senioritis

epidemic, think again. You’ll get infected eventually—and

you’ll have a blast.

W
While many students attempt a courageous comeback second

semester to counter their mediocre first semester grades, nearly

one-fourth of the student body has a different, and somewhat

less serious, perspective about their academic commitment.

This rebellious one-quarter is comprised of nearly all 486,

both male and female, seniors. While grades were previously a

concern, now most seniors could not care less. When

questioned about their lack of work ethic and effort, they

have a simple, one-word response: senioritis.

This may sound like a fatal viral infection, but it is just a

mental phase—one that spreads rapidly. This may also appear

to be a serious dilemma to administrators, parents and college

acceptance committees, but it’s a natural right of passage.

I have worked hard, at least that’s what I’ve been telling

myself, for the past three and a half years, and I deserve a

break—a break from mind-boggling tests, tedious homework

and monotonous lectures.

Still sounds irresponsible? Well, second semester of my

senior year, I’m supposed to be irresponsible. After all, there is

no such thing as a responsible teenager. My day was once filled

with difficult classes that seemed never-ending, but now my

schedule is comprised of classes that are enjoyable, with

|Brady Williams|

�
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Arlingtonian is  a student-produced

newsmagazine published approximately

every four  weeks by Journal i sm I I I -A

students at Upper Arlington High School.

The publication has been established as

a public forum for student expression and for

the discussion of issues of concern to its

audience. It  wil l  not be rev iewed or

restrained by school officials prior to

publication or distribution.

S ince  Ar l ington ian  i s  a  forum for

student expression, the editorial board,

which consists of the staff’s top editors,

wi l l  determine  the  content  o f  the

newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials;

therefore, material may not necessarily

reflect the opinions or policies of Upper
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from the

When holding the Arlingtonian and its spring supplement,
one may feel he/she is holding two versions of the same
issue. Crash dieting and eating disorders? Aren’t they the
same topic? Though intrinsically related, we decided the
two topics were both distinct enough and important
enough to merit in-depth coverage separately.

Thus, the Arlingtonian staff focused on body image and
its relation to eating disorders, while the Journalism-II class,
which produced the spring supplement, covered the more
immediate topic of crash dieting. Though negative body
image can certainly lead to drastic dieting attempts, with
the inverse also true, the topic is of overwhelming
significance and thus deserving of the dual coverage.

Every day, males and females are bombarded by images
deflating their confidence. TV shows are teeming with
emaciated, flawlessly-glistening models—even “reality”
shows generally showcase the upper echelon of beauty.
Magazines reveal men and women at the pinnacle of
computer-generated perfection; photoshop is used to erase
the lines that make us human, creating blemish-free clones
more reflective of fantasy than reality. Even clothing has
succumbed to the cause of demeaning adolescents and
depriving them of self-worth; in stores such as Forever 21,
one must be abnormally underweight to squeeze into the
small size, while the large is only imperceptibly different.
Consider even our childhood playthings: Barbie and Ken.
Though recently separated, their world is a microcosm of
societal expectations; ignore the fact that Barbie’s ludicrous

|Tasha Manoranjan & Jess Williams|

Arlington school officials.

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor,

guest columns and news releases from faculty,

administrators, community residents, students

and the general public.

The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the

right to withhold a letter or column and return

it for more information if it determines the piece

contains items of unprotected speech as defined

by this policy.

As a public forum, all letters and columns

meeting the above criteria will be posted in full

on the Arlingtonian web site. They can be

viewed at www.arlingtonian.com for a minimum

of four weeks.

Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to

publish only legally protected speech following

the legal definitions for libel, obscenity and

invasion of privacy. The staff will also refrain

from printing stories that create a material

disruption of school activities.

Because the Arlingtonian staff wil l

determine content of the publication, it will

therefore also take complete legal and

financial responsibility for what is printed.

Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a

story solely on the basis of possible dissent

or controversy.

The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays

all printing and production costs through

advertising sales, subscription sales and

other fundraisers.

The editor or co-editors shall interpret

and enforce this editorial policy.

arlingtonian

editors
Dual coverage of eating
disorders, crash diets sadly
warranted in unrealistic society

plastic proportions would prohibit the ability to menstru-
ate or even walk on her own legs.

In the face of such pressure to perfectly fit the societal
mold, it is no wonder that in the United States, seven
million females and one million males suffer from the most
fatal psychological disease: eating disorders, according to
the American Psychological Association. Thus, our
attempt to address this poignant and painfully prevalent
problem is simultaneously a plea; to students secretly
suffering and their peers, treatment is available. Professional
help is obtainable, once the first and obviously most
difficult step is taken: asking for help. The UAHS
counselors are more than qualified to handle such issues,
and the National Eating Disorder Association, at 1-800-
931-2237, can refer individuals to local clinics and has an
on-site therapist.

Though recovery may seem impossible, this belies the
knowledge of professional therapists who treat patients
daily. They sucessfully help individuals accept themselves,
transforming menial imperfections into greater perfections,
creating normal and happy futures unconstrained by calorie
counts and unrealistic expectations.
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